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Sean Plummer with Pedro Brantuas
and Tim Attaway

Aero-Model Inc sponsor booth
Sean Plummer (not in picture)

Hitec-Multiplex sponsor booth
Mike Maybery (not in picture)

Innov8tive Designs

Sureflite

Extreme RC Products and DW oamies
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2008 Officers
David Fee
davidfee@cox.net

Vice President
619-284-0816

Steve Neu
sneu@aol.com

Secretary
619-518-0597

Jeffrey Keesaman
jkeesaman@mac.com

Treasurer
858-674-1318

Michael Neale
michaelwneale@earthlink.net

Editor
760-521-0694

Bill Fee
dwfee@cox.net

Safety Officer
619-925-5357

Doug Rubin
doug@rubinsworld.com

Mission Statement
The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is to promote and
further the technology of electric powered R/C aeromodeling; encourage
competition in Electric Soaring, Pylon Racing, FAI-F5B/D, Scale, Old
Timer, and Pattern Electric categories by hosting major Industry-sponsored
events and sanctioning “Fun-Fly” types of contests; provide forums for the
exchange of technical information, instruction and experience; and participate in demonstrations of electric propulsion in area-wide model aviation
events.

Hitec is going to be our guest for the June meeting
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AMA Charter Club 3078

Flying Field GPS Coordinates

Latitude 32.7626416 N Longitude 117.2143138 W

web site: http://sefsd.org/
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The President’s Corner

Tips & Tricks

By David F
ee
Fee

Keep Your Parts in Place

Engine Oil Removal

Ever had the prop nut, washer, and propeller fly off while
airborne? Ever heard that sickening “crack!” when you
touch the starter to the engine and then spend the next
hour looking for the prop nut in the tall weeds? Well, try
this solution:

Another way to clean baked-on oil from an engine is to
boil the stripped parts in a pan of water with a handful of
clothes washing powder. It does a great job, but smells
horrible!

Put an o-ring on the end of the engine crank shaft after
you get everything secured. It may keep the prop nut
from spinning all the way off next time your engine
decides to be cantankerous.
By the way, I hope you have been around long enough to
know that propellers, especially the wooden kind,
compress after being subjected to tightening down of the
prop nut. That’s why you see so many coming loose early
Saturday morning at the field. What was tight for the last
flight on Sunday ain’t tight a week later. Check ‘em!
—From the Beachmasters R/C Club, Ocean Park, West
Virginia

Electric Screwdriver Drill Bits
I’m sure by now everyone has an electric screwdriver in
his or her tool box, but did you know that you could also
use these handy little devils as a drill? Sears, and I am
sure other hardware stores, handle this item. What they
are are different size drill bits welded to hex shanks ends.
You simply slip the hex shaft into any electric screwdriver and drill away. These are great for drilling in tight
places or through delicate material. They are slow
enough so you won’t drill too far and powerful enough to
drill through most materials.

Small Spring Clamps
Another item I found at Sears was small spring-loaded
clamps. Besides clamping stuff, I use these and a couple
strips of wood to center rudders and elevators. Simply
place two strips of wood across the elevator and stabilizer: one on top and the other on the bottom. Clamp
them in place. Center your servo arm and connect the
control rod from the elevator to the servo arm. Tada! The
elevator is now centered with the servo. Repeat on the
elevator.

—From the Endless Mountains R/C Flying Club, South
Montrose, Pennsylvania

When a Little Makeup Will Help
A lot of us weigh and grade our balsa when we bring it
home. Like a lot of modelers, I’ll use a pen or magic
marker and write the weight of the sheet in grams, and
the density in pounds per cubic foot on one end of a 3 x
36 sheet of balsa. Every now and then I won’t notice the
black mark on the back side of the strip of balsa or on a
former or rib until it’s glued into place. My experience is
that those marks are tough to sand out.
Reader Mike Moskow in Maryland builds beautiful
rubber scale models. He has a solution for those black
marks in the wrong places. He suggests that you go to an
art supply store and get a tube of titanium oxide white
artist’s paint. It will cover all other colors and when dry,
is a near match for balsa.
He says that you can use it to cover laser burns as well.
Using it for that purpose may save you a lot of time
expended in either bleaching or sanding the laser burn off
kit parts. But you’ll still need to sand the laser burn off
the joint areas because glue doesn’t stick as well to the
laser-burned material as it does to bare wood. Using the
titanium oxide should speed construction on laser-cut kits
—From the Southern
California Ignition
Flyers, Glendale,
California.

An Editorial
This issue of Peak Charge is dedicated to the biggest, most satisfying
and most successful event on the
SEFSD calendar, the 3008 version of
the MWE/spring Fling.
As the RC electric hobby evolves and
grows to the point where it is virtu-

ally taking over the hobby, the
number of flying sites and dedicated
electric contests, and field expositions expands exponentially.
We are not alone, but there is no
other flying site on earth like Mission Bay,

Enjoy, but obey the rules, so (unlike
so many other flying fields that have
disappeared in the onslaught of
commercial development) we will
persevere and survive.

Bill Fee

PS: We now have a PARK PILOT in our membership. You will recognize his presence when you see a green field
badge, with the words PARK PILOT in the center, where on our regular badge will occaisionally spot CONTEST
DIRECTOR, or perhaps CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD. Elsewhere in this issue (page 7) are a few words about this
new AMA membership category.
Help any NEW or potential member get on board. Like a good neighbor, SEFSD members should welcome strangers
as potential flying buddies, AND encourage SAFE and legal participation.

—Both from the Prop Masters R/C Club, Downers
Grove, Illinois
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Here we are in June already! The
Red Bull air races and our Spring
Fling have come and gone and the
San Diego County Fair starts this
weekend. The weather has been
great, with only a few days of less-

than-perfect conditions. I hope field and runway free of trash and
you’ve all been making the most of debris. It has also come to our
it!
attention that the gate to the flying
field was damaged recently. The
I want to say thanks again to city has been notified and, with any
everyone who helped to make the luck, the fence will be repaired by
Spring Fling such a great success. the time you read this.
We’ve got more opportunities
coming up as well, including the Jet The presentation at this month’s
Day at the Bay (date still TBD) and meeting will be made by Hitec/
the Float Fly in November. Please Multiplex. As most of you know,
contact Stelio or Ray Fulks if you’d they are a leading manufacturer of
like to help with the planning of radio gear and model kits. Come
to the meeting to hear about all
either of those two events.
that’s new and just around the
Ray reports that the proposal to corner!
level the runway surface is still in
work and we will report further Well, with that I will wish you all
details as they come in. As always, clear skies and calm winds.
please continue to help keep the
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The 2008 10th Anniversary Mid Winter Electroic/Spring Fling

maglev train

By Steve Manganelli

by General Atomics

The 10th Anniversary Mid Winter
Electric Spring Fling (MWE) was
held May 16th, 17th and 18th at
SEFSD Field, Mission Bay Park.
From my perspective as Contest
Director (a pittance effort really), we
did another beautiful job. More
specifically, Stelio Jackson did a
beautiful job. As chief organizer,
equipment orderer, personnel herder,
Boy Scout facilitator, hat maker,
setter-up-er and taker-down-er, Stelio
is the hero of MWE, congratulations
on a job well done!
Next in line for the most selfless
include Night Watchmen Lou Rosse
and John Hainlen, Impound Coordinator Frank Gagliardi and the ever
cheerful raffle and merchandise sales
team of Don and Donelle Griffin, this
year assisted by Michelle Baker
deemed an enthusiastic addition to
the team. Wayne Walker was the
master of the parking delimiters,
parking enforcement and provider of
the flag used for the daily flag
raising, and Tim Attaway, the transporter of the Club Trailer from which
the PA system, signs, tents and other
SEFSD owned equipment magically
jumped into their positions on the
field…NOT! The blistered hands,
filthy clothes setup crew included
Tim, Tom Brown, Zeke Mazur, Bob
Anson, Lou, Stelio and several
others, the teardown crew included
myself, Michelle, Stelio, Lou, Wayne
and Tim. Sam Wright handled the
announcing chores like the pro he is
on Saturday and he was also responsible for the Kyosho donations.
Sunday, I advised hydration, raffle
ticket/memorabilia sales and merchandise
purchase from
Dick Kantner’s
sonour
Kitvendors.
The 10th Anniversary Logo was
designed by graphics professional,
Jack Hix and the announcer of the
lucky raffle winners both days was

Mr. Mark Wood. Ray Fulks got our
Government permit from the City
Parks folks, Chuck Grim coordinated
the sanitation equipment, Frank
Smith did an outstanding job with
trash management, and Doug Rubin
coordinated the caterer serving us the
tasty chow. Special thanks to Boy
Scout Troop 24 for gate/crowd
control both Saturday and Sunday.
Scout leaders included Dick Thorn,
Jennifer Calvert, Shawn Shepard, Joe
Strickland, Abby Voigt, Dan
Machado and Nick Amicone. Scouts
doing the heavy lifting included
Pavel Thorn, Michael Orona, Conner
Shepard, Jack Bowman, Steven
Strickland, Micah Schatz, Cody
Machado and Nick Amicone. Thanks
folks!
MWE wouldn’t be what it is without
vendors and sponsors. I’d like to
mention Hitec/Multiplex,
NeuMotors, ThunderPower RC,
Aeromodel/Hacker, and Castle
Creations as key sponsors contributing not only merchandise for the
fabulous raffle but cash $ to pay for
the equipment rentals, thanks gents,
we couldn’t have done it without
you. Thanks also goes to RC Sport
Flyer Magazine for their donation.
The rule for vendors requires a
minimum donation of merchandise of
$150 retail value. If you saw the
prize haul for the raffle and counted
the vendors you’d realize it didn’t
add up : our vendors were very, very
generous! Besides the sponsors and
vendors we also had contributions
from Great Planes, Horizon Hobby,
E-Flite, Medusa Research, Kyosho,
LipoSack, Tower Hobbies, RC-TEK,
and Zurich Sunglasses. The vendors
present at the event included
NeuMotors, Aero-Model/Hacker,
DW Foamies, Extreme RC Products,
Innov8tive Designs, Discount Hobby
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Warehouse, Hobby Town San
Marcos, E-Power RC, Center Stick,
Electronic Model Systems, Cermark,
Fun RC Hobby, MikroDesigns and
last but not least the AMA booth
manned by Dist X AVP Tim Attaway
and his capable crew of AMA
volunteers.
Part of the package for being a
sponsor and vendor is allotted time
for the Noon-time demos. Steve Neu
and Pedro Brantuas showed off
respectively F-5B (Multitask) and F5
(Pylon) models equipped with
judicious amounts of NeuEnergy
Cells and NeuMotors. Pedro followed up with a precision aerobatics
demonstration with his 35% size
YAK-54 flying on a NeuMotor 2215
and 14S 4900. Hitec/Multiplex used
their slots to show us a couple of new
aerobatic models and a substitute for
a “typical .40 glow size trainer”, but
purpose built for electric. These new
models are made from a new foam
called “Elapor” which is both
resilient and serviceable. Hitec also
brought out a couple of their very
popular Twister EDF jets which flew
very well in out of the box form and
even better with Neu-excess power.
Formation flight with a couple of
these was memorable. Mike Morgan
and his DW-Foamies had a virtual
“airforce of foam” in the air during
his demo time. Fourteen year old
Ryan Archer from Scottsdale AZ and
our own Pedro probably shared the
prize for most prolific demo pilots
each flying for at least (3) different
outfits. To be in such demand at a
young age is a tribute to young Mr.
Archers’ skills! Speaking of young,
Mr. Kyle Dahl of Delano, CA was
our lone and very competent Helicopter demo pilot. Expert aerobatic
pilot Mr. Steve Nelson treated us to
an Unlimited Class Aerobatic
Peak Charge

Nestled between the seaside bluffs of Southern
California’s Torrey Pines and the concrete arteries of
Interstate 5 is the low-profile campus of General
Atomics, home to the only magnetic levitation, or
maglev, train in the United States. The company’s
Electromagnetic Systems Division built the test track
here three years ago, basing it in part on a design for a
maglev rocket launch system developed by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.
The prototype train is not really a train at all, but rather a
single, open chassis with no seats. The track looks a little
like the guideway to the Walt Disney World monorail in
miniature—just 400 ft. long and raised 2 ft. to 5 ft. off
the ground.
Between the car and the track is a 1-in. gap that allows
the train to operate with zero mechanical friction. and
almost no sound. One of the most surprising things about
maglev propulsion is that it is whisper quiet. The
technology used on this modest test track may power a
new generation of ground transportation in the United
States.
. Here’s how it could work: You board a train in
downtown Anaheim, Calif., at 5:30 on a Friday evening,
destined for Las Vegas. Instead of inching out of the
traffic-choked Los Angeles metro area on what is
typically a 4- to 6 hour drive, or gambling that the 1
hour, 15 minute flight will depart on time, you glide out
of the city, accelerating toward Barstow. As the train
fires through the Mojave Desert, it hits a top speed of
more than 300 mph, and then pulls into Vegas just 90
minutes after departure—in time for dinner before an
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8:00 show.
Commercial high-speed train travel is no mere fantasy. In
other countries, “steel-wheel” bullet trains have been in
operation since the 1960s. Japan’s Shinkansen sails
along the 645 mile route between Tokyo and Fukuoka at
up to 186 mph. In France, the high-speed TGV tops out
at 199 mph on the 480 mile run between Paris and
Marseille, which takes 3 hours. Within the USA.,
Amtrak’s seven-year-old Acela
Express can reach speeds of up
to 150 mph, although the tight
curves and dangerous roadway
crossings of the Northeast
Corridor route curtail its
average speed to 86 mph.
Magnetic levitation, the
technology floating the test
train at General Atomics, has a
smaller commercial footprint,
but it has the most impressive
capabilities in the world of
super speedy trains. A maglev train that began service
four years ago in Shanghai runs 20 miles between
Pudong International Airport and the city’s business
district in just 8 minutes at speeds of up to 267 mph. And
this past September, the city of Munich, Germany,
announced plans to build a new maglev line that will
cover the 25-mile route between Franz Joseph Strauss
International Airport and downtown in 10 minutes.

Water,
anyone?
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Minutes of the May 2008 SEFSD Members Meeting
By Jeff K
eesaman
Keesaman

7:05 Meeting called to order By David Fee.
Doug Rubin reminded everyone of the Wednesday float fly
the next day at Otay Lakes and gave a raffle prize
description.
7:15 David Fee then reviewed the MWE event with 72
entrants, 18 vendors, and thought that it was a close to
break even event.
7:20 Tim Attaway then gave us an update about an end to
the county's LiPo ban and the progress straightening out
the mess that was created. He further went on to describe
the attempt to get park pilots approved for Coronado's
Tidelands Park at a Port Authority meeting June 10th.
7:25 Ray Fulks reported that he was run off at Moore Park
in Chula Vista for flying a park flyer and is going to
proceed with getting permission to fly there.
Tim Attaway reported that Bruce flew in the latest pattern
competition with his e-powered plane, that E-MAC is up to

23 participants - Pedro finishing 2nd in advanced & Steve
Neu 2nd in sportsman. He also reminded us of the scale fun
fly in Chino, CA June 7th & 8th.
7:28 Doug Rubin reminded everyone of the Chula Vista
swap meet on July 12th and Discount Hobbies on June
14th.
7:30 Ray Fulks reported that field upgrades are awaiting
approval.
7:32 Dave Fee reported that Safety will become prominent
in the newsletter because of some complaints.
7:35 "Astro" Bob Boucher put on a very entertaining
presentation about some of his past and current projects.
8:40 Steve Neu presented his Cermark Extra during "Show
and Tell"
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Demonstration with Ray Fulks’
“Miss Ellie”.
What would an MWE be without
famous demo pilots? Sean Plummer
of Aeromodel/Hacker brought the
goods! Jeff Szueber Jr. and Matt
Szueber both expert caliber precision
aerobatic pilots wowed us with their
3D flying or large aerobatic models
set to music. Their takeoffs followed
immediately by a wingspan height
rolling circle set the stage for harriers, hovering, tail touches and other
crowd pleasing maneuvers. The final
demo of Saturday’s fest was superexpert Mark Leseberg flying a large
(like 40% size) biplane. Mark’s
fabulous combination of both
precision and 3D aerobatics set to
music was a fitting cap to the Saturday demonstrations.

8:45 The raffle was held and the meeting closed.

MWE is not really a contest but a
funfly. Nonetheless, we gathered all
the Electroglide enthusiasts together
Saturday AM for three tosses for
plaques created by Stelio. Bob
Anson was declared the top
Electroglider followed by Stelio and
Dick Prentice. Before noon on
Saturday, we also gathered all the
scale models and handed out plaques

Otay Lake Float Fly
Wednesday, May 28th

for both “large” and “small size”
categories. Each pilot had the run of
the field to operate his model in a
scale like manner, including a crash
that the judges deemed scale and
earned the pilot a respectable second
place. Large scale was captured by
“Eindecker” which I’m sure was the
aircraft not the pilot whose name
escaped our records, followed by
Ray Fulks with his Extra 300 and
Brad Bender with his J-3 Cub.
Smaller scale was taken by Steve
Neu with his F7F Tigercat, then
Wayne Walker’s Yak-54, 2nd and
Mark Ferreria’s HondaJet in 3rd. Of
course, what would an MWE be
without the Evil Dr. Jet’s limbo
combat? The Limbo Combat was the
last official event of the MWE before
the final Sunday raffle. I think Mr.
Mike Morgan of DW-Foamies
actually outdid the evil Dr. Jet (aka
Bill Knoll) in the planning of this
very twisted task. Mr. Morgan
designed and built a drill powered
“rotisserie” approximately 10 ft wide
and 4' off the ground. The rotisserie
was liberally embedded with 12"
long spinning carbon spikes waiting
to fillet any unsuspecting foamy
flying too close to the bar! Part of the
fun of Limbo combat is that any

Ellie Fulks, Steve Nelson pilot
Ray Fulks

points accrued by a competitor you
take out, go to you! The other fun
part is the mystery of the configuration, known only to Mr. Morgan until
actually set up : no practicing! After
the foam chips cleared in round one,
only Mr. Richard Carlton had a
semblance of a lap completed. Dr. J,
then simplified the task to just
getting under the limbo for Round 2.
Again Mr. Carlton proved victorious
and claimed the plaque and bragging
rights to Limbo combat champion for
MWE 2008. Second and third place?
There’s no second or third place in
Limbo Combat!
What else? The weather cooperated
perfectly all 3 days, maybe it was a
little too hot, record setting hot in the
East County making Mission Bay the
place to be. The 72 registered pilots
came from not too far and not too
wide probably due to high gas prices.
Richard Carlton and son Alex came
down from the Sacramento area,
Chris Stephenson from Las Vegas,
Charles Steed from Wyoming and
Roy Hooker from Peoria AZ; most
the rest from the greater Southern CA
area. Thanks for coming all; we’ll
see you next year!
Respectfully Submitted,
Steve Manganelli, SEFSD Chairman
of the Board, Contest Director

Randy Marsden, Mike Worthen, Tim Attaway

Tim The Hebrew National Champ

Mary Kay and Chuck Grim

--- c’mon; you know you want to. Get involved in
the float fly every fourth Wenesday (the day after
the SEFSD meeting at the aerospace museum, in
case you’re not a regular).
Before the days of the airport land grab to
accomodate mile plus long runways, lakes and
rivers provided long take of runs for seaplanes in
summer and skis in
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Park Flyer Definition:

model safely and quietly at this flying site?”

Park Flyer models will weigh two pounds or less and
be incapable of reaching speeds greater than 60 mph.
They must be electric or rubber powered, or of any
similar quiet means of propulsion. Models should be
remotely controlled or flown with a control line,
remain within the pilot’s line of sight at all times, and
always be flown safely by the operator.

No restrictions on type of aircraft that you fly other than
established by the Official AMA National Safety Code
Can only fly park flyers or quiet-powered models that
meet the class definition. Internal-combustion-powered
models cannot be flown with this membership
Voting privileges in AMA officer elections
No
voting privileges in AMA officer elections

A Park Flyer site can be either an outdoor or an
indoor venue. When flying at sites specifically
designed for Park Flyers, the pilot will keep the
model within the established flight boundaries of the
field. Members need to take into consideration
several factors including piloting ability, weight, size,
and speed of the Park Flyer model to determine if a
Park Flyer site is an appropriate venue for flying a
particular model. The test should be, “Can I fly this

Open Members can remain members of existing clubs
If an Open member chooses a Park Pilot membership, you may or may not remain a member of that
local club depending on how that club views park fliers
Open Members can still fly at the local club field
As a Park Pilot Member, flying may or may not be
restricted to just the NEW fields approved only for Park
Pilot members (that decision is left to existing Open
clubs)

Comparison of Open vs. Park Pilot membership
Park Pilot membership

Open membership
$58/year

$29.95/year

$2.5 million liability insurance

$500,000 liability insurance

Accident/Medical insurance

No Accident/Medical insurance

Fire, theft, and vandalism insurance.

No fire, theft, or vandalism insurance

$2.5 Million Flying Site Owner's
Insurance

$2.5 Million Flying Site Owner's Insurance

Monthly subscription to Model Aviation
Quarterly subscription to Park Pilot magazine
magazine
Flying at all AMA sanctioned contests Can only fly at non-rule book sanctioned events.
Open Members have access to the
Contest Calendar when they receive
Model Aviation

Park Pilot members will receive no such notice on any
events other than Park Pilot Class C events

AMA cards will remain the same formatPark Pilot card will be different from the standard AMA
as in years past
card
No restrictions on type of aircraft that Can only fly park flyers or quiet-powered models that
you fly other than established by the meet the class definition. Internal-combustion-powered
Official AMA National Safety Code
models cannot be flown with this membership
Voting privileges in AMA officer
elections

No voting privileges in AMA officer elections

Open Members can remain members ofIf an Open member chooses a Park Pilot membership, you
existing clubs
may or may not remain a member of that local club
depending on how that club views park fliers
As a Park Pilot Member, flying may or may not be
Open Members can still fly at the local
restricted to just the NEW fields approved only for Park
club field
Pilot members (that decision is left to existing Open clubs)
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